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Groundtrax solution for coach and car parking at zoo  
 

A popular zoo in the Midlands turned to Groundtrax ground protection systems when it 
needed to create new car and coach parks. 
 

Twycross Zoo, in Leicestershire, which opened more than 50 years ago and has won many national 
awards, attracts more than 500,000 visitors a year. Part of its success is due to continued investment 

over the years. This has included a new visitor centre, which was built on the site of former car and 

coach parks. 
 

To allow the major refurbishment programme to go ahead while keeping the zoo open, new car and 
coach parks and their access roads were needed in another area before commencement of the new 

development. Contractor Links Associates found the solution using gravel-filled porous paver from 
Groundtrax.  

 
For the heavier more regular car, coach and vehicle access routes through the park, 6720m² of 

BODPAVE 40 in Green colourway was specified, with variations on grass and gravel surfacing as 
dependent on application. The BODPAVE 40 paving grids were installed onto a prepared reinforced 

free draining crushed aggregate sub-base in line with the design specification and either filled with a 

gravel or rootzone for a grassed surface.  
 

BODPAVE 40 grids are designed to withstand very high loads including regular coach traffic and allow 
the surface to blend in with grass surroundings whilst providing a strong reinforced surface that will 

not deform. At the zoo, they met the requirements of ‘Source Control’ conditions as part of the 

requirement for a SuDS application, in that the new surfaces must be able to meet with an 
environmental requirement to enable water to permeate either in the surface/water table and/or be 

carried at source to the new wetlands zone on site.  
 

Several large ponds surrounded by naturalised wetland environment were constructed as part of the 
Twycross development. This ensured that none of the surface water had to be directed into off-site 

drainage systems which could have increased the risk of possible flash floods in the area. 

 
BODPAVE 40 was used in conjunction with GRASSPROTCTA which was specified for the reinforcement 

of the car parking areas. 
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